Introduction
============

There have been dozens of different modes of cell death described in the literature, as has been adumbrated by the Nomenclature Committee on Cell Death (NCCD) [@B1],[@B2] and by us as well [@B3]. Of these various terms, "apoptosis" and "necrosis" are the best known and the ones most widely used in the literature, although, by reading its 2015 incarnation of cell death nomenclature [@B2], we construe that the NCCD has, since a few years ago, had less interest in using the word "apoptosis". "Apoptosis" is generally accepted as a procedure of programmed cell death, with the word "programmed" to indicate its nature of active or suicidal death via a pre-determined procedure. In stark contrast, "necrosis", which has appeared in pathology textbooks with a much longer history, is a passive decease, i.e. a cell death caused by various killing factors. However, the reality is that many quite different types of cell death have all been described as "apoptosis" in the biomedical literature [@B3], and even necrosis has been described to appear with some features of programming, somewhat like apoptosis [@B1],[@B2]. One extreme is that the involution type of cell death occurring physiologically in animals is described, such as by us [@B3]-[@B6], as apoptosis, with the massive cell death occurring during the post-lactating (post-weaning) involution of the mammary glands as an example. Another extreme, which is the opposite to the involution type of cell death in physiological situations, is the decimation of cancer cells caused by radiotherapy or chemotherapy both in patients and in cell culture systems. This fact, i.e. that many quite different modes of cell death occurring in physiological or pathological situations are all put under the umbrella of "apoptosis", clearly bespeaks that either apoptosis has not yet been well defined, or it has been well-defined as we all assume but many peers do not bother to follow the definition and use the word "apoptosis" at their convenience to describe whatever modes of cell demise they have observed. In other words, either apoptosis has no widely accepted criteria or many students do not follow the criteria. Once a death does not really show certain presumable iconic features of "apoptosis", such as lack of caspase activation [@B7], "atypical apoptosis" or similar idioms are used to describe it. This current situation in the literature has already created infinite confusion, and probably is the reason why some seasoned students formed the NCCD. One of the areas suffering from this confusion is cancer research, especially in the aspect of cancer therapy that aims to kill cancer cells in patients. Mulling over more deeply programmed cell death in untreated cancers in humans and in many outgrowing lesions in experimental animals from some new angles that have rarely been thought from previously, we realize that "whether cancer cells undergo apoptosis *in vivo*" is actually not an easy question with a simple answer, as expounded in this essay.

Senescent death and apoptosis are the two physiological types of programmed cell death
======================================================================================

In any normal multicellular animal, all cells have a lifespan and will eventually die of aging [@B8]-[@B10], although the lifespans of different cell types vary greatly. "Senescence" is often described as a main mechanism of aging [@B11]-[@B19], although senescence itself is usually defined as permanent growth arrest that does not necessarily lead to the death of the cell [@B13],[@B17]-[@B20]. Therefore, we define "cells die from aging" as "senescent death" (SD) [@B3], which to us is a physiological event, to differentiate it from senescence itself.

In those animals that are evolutionarily-high on the "life-tree", there are some cells that are no longer useful after a certain embryonic stage or at certain physiological situations. These archaic cells need to be eliminated, but their elimination should not mar their surrounding normal tissue and certainly not the whole animal. This evolutionarily developed mechanism for purging obsolete cells from a tissue or organ is apoptosis by our definition [@B3]-[@B6], as we construe that this is the cell death mode described by Kerr et al in their trailblazing study in which the word "apoptosis" was created [@B21]. Kerr et al used this word, created by a professor of ancient Greek, to liken the cell death to "the dropping off as of leaves from a tree", as recapitulated by Savill [@B22], which emphasizes that the death is physiological and occurs to individual cells like leaves via an endogenous program. In humans, typical examples of so-defined apoptosis include the cellular deaths occurring during digit individualization in embryo [@B13],[@B23], post-pubertal involution of the thymus [@B24]-[@B28], postpartum involution of the uterus [@B29]-[@B32], post-lactation (post-weaning) involution of the mammary glands [@B33]-[@B36], atrophy of germline cells in the testes or ovaries in aged men or women [@B37]-[@B42], etc. Therefore, it is those normal but no-longer useful cells that die, which is an icon of apoptosis distinguishable from other cell decease modes, such as SD in which it mainly is those useful cells that die. Unfortunately, this iconic feature of apoptosis that clearly points out "who dies" has not been emphasized in the recent literature, although, ever since 20 years ago, Savill has kept pointing out that it is those "unwanted" cells that die of apoptosis [@B22],[@B43]-[@B46].

All cell types in an animal have a physiological total number. For those cell types that retain a lifelong replicative ability, if the number is decreased, the body will turn on a mechanism of compensatory proliferation, usually dubbed as regeneration, to restore the physiological cell number and thus the physiological function of the tissue or organ [@B3]. Apoptosis does not set off regeneration because it aims to eliminate useless, thus redundant, cells. However, the "physiological total cell number" of a cell type is a relative concept and may vary in different situations. For instance, the levels of sex hormones are decreased in elderly people, making the reproductive tissues construe that some of their cells are no longer useful and need to be eliminated via a process coined as "atrophy" [@B37]-[@B42], with apoptosis as its essence. Cell or tissue atrophy, which in our opinion resembles involution, can occur in various situations that are still within the physiological range. For example, fasting from food may lead to atrophic death of some adipocytes and even some muscle cells via autophagy [@B47],[@B48]. Moreover, the dying or already-dead cells will be swiftly removed via engulfment by so-called scavenger cells, which encompass macrophages and other cell types that have phagocytic ability [@B3]-[@B6]. This means that apoptosis involves at least two players, i.e. the suicidal cell and the scavenger, and, in turn, involves complicated communications between the two. Unfortunately, this requirement of "two players" as an indispensable criterion to define apoptosis has rarely been emphasized in the recent literature. Because the dying or dead cells are swiftly disposed of by scavengers before they decompose to immunogenic debris to trigger immune reactions, apoptosis is not associated with inflammation that may gut the host tissue or organ.

Stress-induced cell death is pathological, like necrosis, but is often misconstrued as apoptosis
================================================================================================

Unlike in apoptosis, in necrosis it is usually those useful but damaged or ill cells that decease, such as those white blood cells that are infected and decimated by bacteria, and therefore necrosis is often followed by regeneration of the same cell type to restore the physiological cell number. Actually, in many situations of chronic infection, death of useful cells is a constant event and the capacity of regeneration is insufficient to compensate for the cell loss. Cells of connective tissue, mainly fibroblasts, will then step in and proliferate to help heal the wound, which in pathology is referred to as granulation or scar formation, such as liver fibrosis and cirrhosis seen in many patients with chronic hepatitis [@B49],[@B50]. Moreover, necrosis is a passive death mode in which scavenger cells are not mobilized until the cell corpses have decomposed to immunogenic dregs. In other words, the cells that are about to die do not request scavengers to help in the death procedure, and thus involvement of scavengers is not part of necrosis but, rather, is part of an ensuing inflammation instigated by the already dead cells or their cellular debris (table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

Besides necrosis, there is another pathological cell death mode dubbed by us as "stress-induced cell death", or SICD, which probably is a much larger and more common cell death category than the others [@B3],[@B6]. SICD mainly affects useful cells and is a programed event; these two features together confer on it traits of both apoptosis and necrosis (table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) [@B3],[@B6]. Actually, for this reason, SICD is often misconstrued as apoptosis or necrosis or, sometimes, is called by peers as programmed necrosis [@B51], aponecrosis [@B52], necroptosis [@B53],[@B54] or other parlances to indicate their mixed properties. This misconstruction occurs not only because in SICD it is those useful cells that die, but also because the stress as the prime mover of the cell demise can be an endogenous one, such as an irreparable genetic mutation, which is not as potent as bacterial or viral infection that kills the cells instantly via necrosis. In SICD, the stress, especially the endogenous one, causes the death by eliciting an endogenous demise program as occurs in apoptosis. For instance, when a cell has a genetic mutation, initially the cell stalls its replication for time to repair the mutation. However, when it realizes that the mutation is irreparable, it will turn on a suicidal program to kill itself, in order to avoid passing the mutation to progeny cells to be hereditary [@B3],[@B5],[@B6]. This death is a typical SICD. Major similarities and disparities among physiological SD and apoptosis as well as pathological necrosis and SICD have been described by us elsewhere in detail [@B3],[@B6] and are adumbrated in table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

Spontaneous tumors resemble semi-new organisms, which complicates the apoptosis issue
=====================================================================================

Tumorigenesis incepts with immortalization of a normal cell. The immortal cell will then replicate continuously to form a benign or malignant tumor. The immortality does not mean that tumor cells can live forever; it means that tumor cells, including those benign ones, have acquired an ability to replicate endlessly [@B55]. This in turn has two meanings: 1) By unrelenting replication of its cells, the tumor as a whole resembles an independent, bacterium-like organism that keeps replicating its cells for maintaining itself (Fig [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). 2) The tumor is autonomous, i.e. governing itself and caring only about its own survival, thus, again, resembling an independent organism [@B6],[@B56]-[@B59]. Considering a tumor to be an independent organism is also possible because the tumor can survive forever as cell lines in culture, even after the patient has died, as exemplified by the Hela cell line that was established in 1951 from the cervical cancer of the late patient Henrietta Lacks [@B60]. Because many benign tumor cells are well differentiated and morphologically resemble their surrounding normal cells, benign tumors are often diagnosed by their altered histology (architecture), and not by their cellular morphology. Therefore, autonomy, just like immortality, is often disassociated with cellular morphology but is probably related to histological changes.

In contrast to tumor cells, all normal cells in a human being are mortal, meaning that they have a death program encoded by some cellular component(s), likely the nuclear and/or mitochondrial genome(s), and will eventually die. Because of this evolutionarily built-in death program, all cells in a human being become allegiant to the human\'s body, which gives the body the authority to require some cell types with short lifespans to commit suicidal SD, apoptosis or SICD for the interest of other cell types with longer lifespans and in turn for the ultimate interest of the body. For instance, white blood cells are first mobilized by the human\'s body to fight against infectious bacteria or viruses and die easily during the infection. Autonomy of tumor cells means that they have abandoned their allegiance to the patient\'s body and become allegiant to the tumor as an organism, and may kill the host organism, i.e. the patient, if such killing is necessary for the tumor\'s survival.

For twofold reasons a tumor as a "newly developed organism" is evolutionarily-lower on the life-tree, making carcinogenesis an atavism, i.e. a process of reverse evolution: First, cancer cells morphologically resemble embryonic cells because they are morphologically less-differentiated than their adult counterparts. For this reason, pathologists traditionally use a set of embryological phraseologies to describe cancer cells, such as "well differentiated", "poorly differentiated", "undifferentiated", etc. In association with this morphological trait, cancer cells often express high levels of some proteins that normally are only expressed during embryonic stages. For instance, hepatocellular carcinoma cells often express the alpha fetoprotein that is highly expressed by fetal liver, but basically not by the liver in adults [@B61],[@B62]. Second, as aforementioned, the immortality nature of a tumor requires its cells to replicate relentlessly to maintain the tumor as an "organism", somewhat similar to the maintenance of a bacterial strain by incessant replication of the bacterial cells. This asexual mechanism for organismal maintenance connotes that a tumor is evolutionarily-lower than the host animal. However, in most cases, even very pernicious tumors retain some differentiated traits and a certain allegiance to the host tissue or organ, and are thus more or less under the control of the patient\'s body (Fig [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Benign tumors are well-differentiated and retain more allegiance to the patient\'s body. Therefore, a tumor as a whole is actually not fully autonomous and is not a completely independent organism.

In their initial study in which the word "apoptosis" was created, Kerr et al. observed phagocytosis of tumor cells by macrophages or neighboring tumor cells [@B21]. This phenomenon could be described in two antithetical ways: On the one hand, if the tumor is regarded as another organism parasitizing the host (the patient), then the prey and the predator belong to two different organisms. Therefore, engulfment of tumor cells by macrophages is not part of apoptosis because in apoptosis both the prey and the predator belong to the same organism, but rather it resembles engulfment of bacterial cells by macrophages during an infection [@B3],[@B6]. On the other hand, for two reasons a tumor can still be regarded as a tissue of the patient: First, although malignant cells may bear a lot of mutations, in general the genome of tumor cells is still much the same as that of the patient\'s cells. Second, most tumor cells retain some differentiation and some physiological function of the parental tissue, and still have some allegiance to the patient\'s body. Therefore, it is still reasonable to construe that both the macrophages and the tumor cells belong to the same organism. Again, the "semi-new and semi-original organism" nature of tumors, as well as their nature of "semi-autonomy and semi-allegiance to the patient\'s body" (Fig [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}), complicate things and put tumors into a unique tissue type that possesses a fifth, hitherto unannotated, mode of cell death besides apoptosis, SD, SICD and necrosis that all occur to the cells of the same single organism.

Spontaneous tumors are a unique tissue type unconcerned about cell redundancy
=============================================================================

In the absence of treatment, tumor cells inside the patient\'s body live happily without caring about how their growth produces pain, or even death for the host patient, meaning that the tumor cells live in a separate physiological situation if we just look at the tumor itself and regard it as an independent organism. In this sort of physiological situation, whether a tumor as a sort of independent organism would have excessive cells is a key issue for determining whether it has an apoptotic mechanism, since apoptosis is defined as a mechanism to purge away excessive cells in a physiological manner. The glaring fact that tumor lumps continue enlarging their sizes bespeaks that tumors do not bother to remove excessive cells via apoptosis. In other words, tumors seem to have no reason to retain an apoptotic mechanism during their atavism from their parental normal cells. However, when a tumor has expanded to a certain size, the blood supply may not be sufficient, especially when its angiogenesis lags behind the quick proliferation of its tumor cells. While severe insufficiency of blood nourishment will likely cause necrosis, slight insufficiency may goad tumor cells into atrophy, which somewhat resembles the atrophy of some gonadal cells in elder people and thus may be regarded as apoptosis-like death in the tumor as an organism. Unfortunately, the literature has little discourse on these aspects and on tumor cell death in various physiological situations, such as in the absence of treatment or when blood supply is slightly insufficient, partly because several modes of cell death usually coexist in a tumor tissue and it is hard to distinguish one from the others. For example, tumor cells, especially those heinous ones, bear a lot of irreparable genetic alterations, some of which may function as endogenous stressors to the cells to trigger SICD [@B3],[@B6].

Contemplating cell death in a tumor tissue from the above-described angles, which has rarely been done so in the literature, provides us new slants and tells us that "whether tumor cells undergo apoptosis in physiological situations" is not as a simple question as many pundits presume and has not been clearly addressed yet. In our opinion, spontaneous tumors in human and animals are unique for its lack of redundant cells, which is another reason to consider them as a unique tissue type that possesses a unique programmed cell death mode different from apoptosis, as apoptosis aims to expunge redundant cells. However, like apoptosis, cell death via this so-far unannotated mechanism is a physiological event to the tumor as an organism.

The tumors\' remaining allegiance to the patients may drive apoptosis of normal cells
=====================================================================================

Studies on determination of the functional similarity between benign tumor cells and their normal counterparts are exiguous. Nevertheless, the aforementioned morphological similarity suggests to us that cells of some benign tumor types, such as uterine leiomyoma, have some functional similarity to their normal counterparts. We surmise that these similarities may render tumor cells loyal to the host tissues or organs. If this conjecture is correct, then when a tumor is expanding, the host tissue or organ should sense that it has more and more redundant cells which need to be eliminated via apoptosis. However, this momentum for apoptosis may be allocated more to the normal cells than to the tumor cells, because normal cells are more loyal to the host. Therefore, we speculate that many normal cells will die of apoptosis when the tumor is expanding. Expansion of cancers may also cause apoptosis of normal surrounding cells via the same mechanism, as most malignant tumors still retain some morphological and functional similarities to their parental tissue types, with the undifferentiated or anaplastic tumors imposing the smallest amount of this momentum for apoptosis. To our knowledge, this possible mechanism for a tumor to cause death of normal cells in the host tissue or organ by creating impetus for apoptosis has so far received little attention and deserves experimental corroboration. Moreover, whether this impetus also causes death of tumor cells and, if yes, whether this type of cell death is apoptosis or SICD, remain as unaddressed questions.

Many "cancers" induced in animals have not yet evolved to neoplasms and thus are good tissues for apoptosis study
=================================================================================================================

There have been a sheer number of animal models of carcinogenesis in which chemicals, hormones, irradiations, genetic manipulations, or a combination of some of these are used as inducers to produce tumors in animals. The tumors so induced manifest malignant morphology and even behaviors, and thus are pathologically diagnosed as cancers. However, once the tumor inducer has been withdrawn, many of the tumors will hastily disappear via regression of the tumor cells; the tumors can be sustained in the absence of the inducer only until a very advanced stage [@B63],[@B64]. This phenomenon, although rarely mentioned in the literature of recent years, was already documented in the German literature by Fischer in 1906 (B. Fischer, Münch. med. Wochnschr., 1906; 42: 2041), to our knowledge. According to Davis [@B65],[@B66] as well as Vasiliev and Cheung [@B67], Fischer showed that subcutaneous injection of Scarlet Red into the ears of rabbits could induce papillomas, but the tumors would regress if administration of Scarlet Red was discontinued. This seminal finding was confirmed by Helmholz in 1907 and by Werner in 1908, according to Davis [@B65]. During 1914-1924, Yamagiwa et al were able to induce papillomas and some papilocarcinomas in the ears of rabbits with metastasis to lymph nodes by painting the ears with tar, but, again, most tumors, including some malignant ones, would regress if tar-painting was discontinued [@B68],[@B69]. From 1930s to recent decades, similar inducer-dependency had been reported to tumors induced by different other chemical carcinogens, such as 3-methylcholanthrene [@B70],[@B71], 3:4-benzyprene [@B72] and 7,12-dimethylbenz\[α\]anthracene [@B73]-[@B76]. Chronic treatments of rats or mice with estrogens can induce benign and malignant tumors in the mammary glands and several other organs, but, ever since 1930s, it has been known that the overt tumors, before they reach a very advanced stage, will regress upon withdrawal of the hormone [@B77]-[@B86]. Thyroid neoplasms can be induced in mice by treatment with thiouracil or other goitrogenic compounds that block thyroid hormone secretion and in turn induce secretion of thyroid stimulating hormone from the pituitary. These thyroid tumors often metastasize to the lungs and lymph nodes but still depend on the inducer [@B87]-[@B89]. c-myc, k-ras mutant, or Xmrk transgene can induce malignant tumors in the target organs, but turning the transgene off will lead to regression of the overt tumors [@B63],[@B90]-[@B102]. Conversely, conditional knockout of the tumor suppressor gene p53 can beget tumor formation, but reactivation of the p53 leads to regression of the tumors [@B103]-[@B109]. There are still many animal models of carcinogenesis that have not yet been evaluated for the effect of inducer withdrawal, but we surmise that many of these undetermined models may show similar inducer-dependency until a terminal stage. In our opinion, the reason for the lesions to manifest neoplastic morphology and even behavior in the presence of the inducer is because the inducer coerces the lesions\' cells to do so, but not is because genetic alterations responsible for such morphology and behavior have already occurred to transform the cells to authentic neoplasms [@B63],[@B64].

In the abovementioned animal models, the mechanism for the tumor cell regression upon withdrawal of the inducer has not yet been well explored appertaining to the true nature of the cell death. In our opinion, sustenance of the tumor cells by the inducer is akin to that of germline cells in gonads by sex hormones, whereas withdrawal of the inducer is reminiscent of the hormone depletion by castration. In other words, the tumor cells likely regress via involution or atrophy upon withdrawal of the inducer, and hence is an authentic apoptosis. Since the outgrowths are still mortal and non-autonomous, they cannot be regarded as quasi-new organisms, and thus phagocytosis of the lesion\'s cells by macrophages, as we observed in the MMTV-c-myc induced mouse mammary tumors [@B110],[@B111], cab be regarded as part of an apoptotic process. Therefore, besides those aforementioned physiological involution or atrophy of cells or tissues, these animal lesions, because they are not authentic neoplasms, is a good tissue type for studying *in vivo* mechanisms of apoptosis upon withdrawal of the inducer, making these animal models useful without being misleading. Likely, the existence of these histologically malignant but mortal and non-autonomous cells sends out a signal to the host that the organ or tissue has excessive cells. What remains as enthralling but unaddressed questions is why and how the tissue or organ or even the animal\'s body decides that it is the cells of the outgrowth, but not their normal counterparts, that make trouble and should be eliminated.

As a caveat that needs to be given, although withdrawal of the inducer can cause complete regression of the overt tumors in many animal models, tumors can swiftly reappear upon reintroduction of the inducer, such as turning on the transgene again or treatment with the chemical or the hormone again [@B74],[@B84],[@B85],[@B98],[@B112]-[@B114]. It is unclear whether, upon the reintroduction of the inducer, it is remnant tumor cells that quickly repopulate or it is other cells that hastily populate, to form the recurrent tumors. If it is the former, it insinuates that withdrawal of the inducer cannot completely extinguish the lesion\'s cells via apoptosis. This in turn connotes that the physiological cell number of a tissue or organ is only a rough figure, and a small number of excessive cells may be below the detection limit by the tissue or organ and thus will not instigate the tissue or organ to turn on the apoptotic mechanism. Nevertheless, the memory of the inducer by some cells, either remnant ones or others, may be attributed to some yet unidentified genetic mutations, which distinguish these cells from normal cells. Whether the tissue or organ culls these histologically malignant cells for apoptosis based on these mutations remains as an unasked but spellbinding question. Nevertheless, it is obvious to us that the tissue or organ bearing the inauthentic tumor has mechanism(s) to smartly identify the truly redundant and trouble-maker cells for elimination, because it is the lesion\'s cells that are exterminated upon the inducer withdrawal. Therefore, "no-longer useful", "obsolete", "archaic" and "outmoded\' are probably words that are too simple to describe those cells that will undergo apoptosis in these inauthentic tumors.

Several relevant questions need to be addressed as well in the future
=====================================================================

It is basic knowledge to pathologists that malignant tumors often have a higher cell death rate than their surrounding normal tissue. As said in 1941 by Rous, a Nobel laureate, "that cancer cells are often sick cells and die young is known to every pathologist" [@B115]. Tumors can still enlarge because there are many more tumor cells that are proliferating [@B116]. These cellular deaths are traditionally called necrosis in old pathology textbooks as they are assumed to be due to insufficient blood nourishment, although some of the cellular deaths are likely to be SICD. To address whether apoptosis occurs in a tumor tissue, especially a malignant one, as seen in cellular involution and atrophy, several relevant questions also need to be addressed:Whether or not bacterial cells undergo aging is still a question in debate [@B8],[@B117], since bacterial cells keep dividing symmetrically as a means to maintain their strains. Similarly, since immortality of a tumor is maintained by constant symmetrical division of its cells, a series of questions can be raised as to whether tumor cells also have a lifespan and thus a death program that allows them to age and die of SD. These questions can also be asked another way around as to whether tumor cells do not have a lifespan and an SD program, as tumors are immortal.Whether only those cells that have a lifespan have a death program and can undergo apoptosis, while those that no longer have a lifespan cannot. This question is raised because many cancer savants study "apoptosis" or "programmed cell death" of cancer cells with an attempt to target it for cancer therapy. Since tumorigenesis incepts with reprogramming the death program of a normal cell to make it immortal, tumor cells should not have a lifespan and thus should not have a death program, according to our understanding of the definition of "immortality". However, one may argue that the reprogramming confers a new death program onto the immortal cell, allowing it to die of SD or apoptosis. If immortal cancer cells still have a death program, although it is no longer the same as the one in the normal cells, it is meaningful to study it, since learning about it may help us in killing cancer cells. Therefore, the key issues here are what "immortality" means and whether it conflicts with "death program", since one may argue that "immortality" is referred to the tumor as an organism but not to individual tumor cells which may still have their "death programs". All these schools of thoughts need to be presented for debate.Whether or not tumors as a quasi-new organism parasitizing the patients have obsolete cells. This is raised because by our definition it is obsolete cells that die in authentic apoptosis whereas all tumors, if untreated, keep enlarging.Whether the remaining-allegiance of tumor cells to the host patient would spur death of some tumor cells as inferred in an above section, and, if yes, whether this type of death can be considered as apoptosis.

Conclusions
===========

In our opinion, there are four basic cell death modes, i.e. SD, apoptosis, necrosis and SCID [@B3]. There have been numerous published studies describing "apoptosis" of cancer cells both in cell cultures and in patients or animals, with cancer therapy overarching these studies, but in our opinion therapies as potent stressors decimate cancer cells only via necrosis and SICD. Few studies have been centralized on the mechanisms for cell death inside spontaneous cancers without a treatment. Spontaneous tumors, benign or malignant, are immortal and autonomous, which makes them quasi-new organisms independent of the host tissue or organ. In the meantime, spontaneous tumors still retain, more or less, allegiance to the patient\'s body. The immortality, the "semi-new and semi-original organism" nature, and the nature of "semi-autonomy and semi-loyalty to the patient\'s body" equip spontaneous tumors with a fifth, hitherto unrealized and unannotated, cell death mode besides SD, apoptosis, necrosis and SICD. Unlike apoptosis, this so far uncharacterized mode of cell death does not aim to expunge excessive cells from tumor tissues. However, many histologically malignant tumors induced in animals by chemicals, hormones or genetic manipulations are not authentic neoplasms and not semi-new organisms, because they swiftly regress upon withdrawal of the inducer and thus are still mortal and non-autonomous. These features make these animal lesions a good tissue type for study of apoptosis. Meditating on programmed cell death in authentic and inauthentic cancers in various physiological situations, such as in the absence of therapy, from the abovementioned angles provides us with new views and makes us realize that "whether cancer cells undergo apoptosis *in vivo*" is not an easy question with a simple answer. Our oversimplified answer for it is that untreated cancer cells still retain a mechanism of programmed cell death, but it is not the apoptotic mechanism described by many peers, mainly because cancers are immortal and unconcerned about cell redundancy, unlike normal tissues or organs. Those apoptotic mechanisms described in the mainstream literature are not for authentic apoptosis, but are for SICD. Actually, much insufficient attention has been put, and thus little has been known, on authentic apoptosis *in vivo*. Delving into the answers for the questions or issues raised this essay will be bewitching tasks with great guerdons.
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MMTV

:   mouse mammary tumor virus long terminal repeats

NCCD

:   Nomenclature Committee on Cell Death

SD

:   senescent death

SICD

:   stress-induced cell death.
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###### 

Similarities and disparities among four basic cell death modes

  Death mode   Who dies                  Prog.   Nature     Situation     Inflam.   R & H    Scar    Scavenger    Cell-cell communication              
  ------------ ------------------------- ------- ---------- ------------- --------- -------- ------- ------------ ------------------------- ---------- -------
  SD           Normal and useful cell    Yes     Suicide    Physiologic   No        Yes/No   No      Involved     Maybe                     Maybe      No
  Apoptosis    Normal but useless cell   Yes     Suicide    Physiologic   No        No       No      Involved     Required                  No         No
  SICD         Ill but useful cells      Yes     Ind-Sui.   Pathologic    Maybe     Yes      Maybe   Involved     Maybe                     Required   Maybe
  Necrosis     Ill but useful cells      No      Homicide   Pathologic    Maybe     Yes      Maybe   Uninvolved   No                        Required   Maybe

Not: Prog., programmed; Ind-Sui., induced suicide; Inflam., inflammation; R &H, regeneration and wound healing; w Scav., the dying cell communicates with scavenger; w Sybling, the dying cell communicates with normal cells of the same type (sybling cells); w Stromal, the dying cell communicates with connective tissue cells.

###### 

Summary of key apoptosis properties of spontaneous tumors and many induced tumors

  Lesion origin                        Property                                                            How it pertains to apoptosis
  ------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------
  Spontaneous human or animal tumors   Immortality                                                         Immortal tumor cells do not seem to have death program (s)
  Cell redundancy                      Mild nutritional insufficiency may decrease total number of cells   
  Autonomy                             New, bacterium -like organism s. Cells have no lifespan?            
  Inducer- dependent animal "tumors"   Mortality                                                           Mortal cells have death program (s) and are not neoplastic
  Cell redundancy                      The host organ/tissue has a total number limit                      
  Not a new organism                   Part of the host organism , with a lifespan.                        
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